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S P E C I F I C AT I O N
Builder/Year
Lürssen Yachts, 2008

Beam 11,10 m / 36’4’’
Draught 3,50 m / 11’5’’

Designer exterior
Lürssen Yachts

Construction material
Steel hull and aluminium
superstructure

Designer interior
Art-Line Interiors B.V.
Length overall
59,40 m / 195’2’’
Length in waterline
51,04 m / 167’5’’

Speed 15,5 knots max.
Range 7.000 nm at 12 knots
Main engines
2x Caterpillar 3512 B DITA,
each 1455 kW/1977 hp
at 1835 rpm

Generator sets
3x Caterpillar C18 DITA,
each 301 kW / 350 kVA
at 1500 rpm

Bow thruster
Jastram, type BU 40 F, 200 kW

Emergency Genset
1x Caterpillar DIT 3056 DIT,
92 kW / 105 kVA at 1500 rpm

Fuel capacity 160.000 l
Fresh water capacity 43.000 l
Fresh water makers
HEM 30/4000 Duplex,
2x 15.000 l / day

Stabilizers
Quantum, type QC-1800
Zero Speed (1 set)

Air conditioning
Christoffers ,
single ducted system
Classification
LLRoS ✠100 A1 SSC MONO
YACHT G6 ✠ LMS UMS, full MCA
compliance, The Large
Commercial Yacht Code (LY2)
Accommodation
Owner/Guests: 7 cabins for 13
Crew: 8 cabins for 15

magnificent glass bridges which are
suspended in woven steel grills. In the
forward facing dining room the dining

a rotating circular platform in the centre,
allowing for a selection of bed positions from
night to day time mode. The bedroom is only
a small part of the awe-inspiring owner’s
suite. A further highlight is on the sundeck,
where a skylounge “tunnel” connects the fore
and aft decks. Here you can choose from
different light settings so that the mood of
this lounge can change from night club to
beach house.

extremely quiet running yacht.
Built to Lloyds Register this Lürssen
can cruise all around the world.

V

ive la Vie – the yacht’s name expresses

comfortable interior with many new and

table can be raised and recessed into the

exactly the feeling you have when you

innovative design features.

ceiling so as to allow the room to be used

walk through the yacht. A very light ambience

The layout differs from most of the other

as a disco.

dominates the whole yacht and the interior

yachts: the formal dining is on main deck

Also spectacular is the circular owners

designers of Artline have created a very

forward and the Owner’s state room and

sleeping area, where the bed is placed on

private exterior deck
is located on the

Powered by two Caterpillar engines of 1,455

upper deck aft.

kW each, she reaches a top speed of 15,5

A striking feature is

knots and has a range of 7.000 nm. Advanced

the spectacular main

sound and vibration features guarantee an

staircase with

